
SERVICE STRUCTURE COMMITTEE AGENDA--Sept. 11, 2017--8 PM EDT 712-770-4010 access: 281687# 

 

I. Serenity Prayer: ACA  

 
II. Members Present: Charlie, Marcia, Sarah, Matt, Carole, Mary Jo 

 
III. Purpose: As an ad hoc committee of the ACA WSO, our purpose is to research the service structures of other 

global fellowships in order to recommend how ACA should best organize its service structure to serve its growing 

fellowship nationally and globally. 

 
IV. Goals: 

 

A. Research and define regions for a recommendation to the ABC and ACA/WSO Board 

 
B.  Research and Recommend a Process to Elect Trustees  

 

OLD BUSINESS 
1. Motion to dispense with the minutes from the August 14 meeting. (Marcia)  

Second:     

Discussion: Check for recording 

Abstention:       

Decision:  

 

2. Motion to approve the minutes from the August 28 meeting. (Charlie) 

Second:    Carole 

Discussion:  

Abstention:   Bonnie K-M    

Decision: Passed with one abstention 

 

3. Continue work on the straw document for nomination, vetting, and election of Trustees and Regional 

Representatives. 

 

Board of Trustees Selection: First “Straw Man” to develop our thinking 
 

What is needed? 
 

The WSO Board of Trustees is a spiritual service body in comparison to clarify that it is not just a business document, our 

main object is service that attends to the business and service needs of ACA’s global fellowship. It should be reflective of 

ACA’s diverse population, broad base and accountable to broad values articulated by the fellowship and Annual Business 

Conference. While Business skills are of great value, but board candidates must bring a deep understanding of ACA 

recovery; demonstrated service and work ethic, including at the WSO level; proven commitment to solving problems 

through group conscience; and adherence to ACA’s Steps, Traditions and Concepts of Service. 

Why a Nominating Committee? People seemed to feel this was a good middle ground between the floor and the 

board as nominating bodies. We can have criteria here. 

 

Choosing an effective WSO board requires a balancing of critical interests. Vetting of qualified candidates who are 

reflective of ACA’s broad fellowship should be thorough, open and fair—based on informed spiritual reflection, rather 

than through haste or politics. 
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A nominating committee would assist this process by evaluating and ranking candidates according to their compliance 

with consistent and well-publicized selection criteria. The committee’s goal would be to inform choices, by passing along 

reports of candidate vetting to those making a selection, not to pre-select or discard candidates. Cannot just choose people 

to fill seats. Must have multiple candidates. We need to have the criteria set, not leave it to the nominating committee.    

 

Board Qualifications 

 
1)   Continuous attendance at ACA meetings for five years.  Something about the last three years rather than 3 a long 

time ago. More comfortable with 5 years of continuous membership. There may be exceptions. How about different 

fellowships? People who are so new that they take on so much and then quit. 

2)   One year or more of combined service for an ACA intergroup, region or WSO committee, with at least six months of 

active participation on a WSO Committee. There are people who have been on the board and have not done their full 

terms. They may not have done their six months. 

3)   Attendance on at least six WSO teleconference calls in the previous nine months. People need to have a picture of 

what WSO does. 

4)   Working knowledge of ACA’s Steps, Traditions and Concepts of Service. Has worked the ACA 12 steps with a 

sponsor or group? 

5)   No more than two trustees can come from one ACA region. Representation needs to be from many areas. Should we 

use a percentage? 

6)   At least two/three trustee will reside outside the United States and Canada. 

7)   Qualifications apply to all board nominees, including at-large and Region nominees. Whoever is nominated as a 

candidate that sits on the board needs to meet these qualifications. 

8)    Board members should not hold a similar position in another 12-Step fellowship. 

9)    Exceptions can be granted, but the committee needs to submit reasons in writing. 

 

Open Selection No Secrets 
 

Board qualification criteria should be prominently posted on the WSO website, and a nomination template should be 

easily accessible. Nominations will go directly to the nominating committee. The process should be communicated on 

teleconference calls and ABC meetings. All individuals, groups, intergroups, regions and board trustees should be free to 

submit nominations for board membership. Must verify that the candidate is willing to serve. 

 

Board Selection Scenarios: What are we trying to solve? Is this premise valid?  

Current practice: the board named people to the board, creating the trustees. Delegates gave a vote up or down 

at the ABC. This creates a situation in any one year where people are coming to the ABC as trustees in a variety 

of ways.  

 

If someone had been nominated by a nominating committee and had been elected by the ABC, they have a two 

year term. Is there a way to keep those seats stable for a two year term? Mary Jo: if we truly are running for a 
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new term every two years and there is a danger of people not being ratified, it can be problematic because of the 

continuity of our work. There should be an opportunity to remove trustees if they are a problem. 

 

Charlie: my understanding is that we are elected only for two years. To go for 6 years, we have to run again. 

Ratification in San Diego. If you are elected for two years, you shouldn’t have to go before the group again until 

the end of the two years. If an authorization is needed at the end of two years, a ratification would be more 

respectful than running against another candidate. 

 

Once someone has been on for two years and they have done a good job, what should happen? 

● Bonnie: ratifying at the ABC is plenty enough. There is plenty of information about removing a board 

member. We don’t really need to deal with this. There isn’t really a balloting structure in our group. 

● Nominating committee is probably the most common. This seems the best place to insert the 

fellowship’s voice. We don’t want it to be politicized. If the committee presents a slate of candidates the 

board can choose from among them. 

● Nominating committee shouldn’t be involved in giving people a second term. The board can do that on 

their own. 

● Carole: ratification isn’t a vote it is just approval of what has already happened. 

● I had a strong feeling that if the board member was seeking reelection, it was good to get up there and 

talk to acquaint members with themselves. 

● There should be a formal acceptance of the person wishing to go on to another term by the board. 

● Charlie still thinks a ratification is necessary. 

● Mary Jo: there is the possibility of an “in-breeding” of the board, but how do we go about making sure 

that doesn’t happen. 

● Bonnie: Drop the whole term “elect” because we really “select.” 

● Nominating is to keep the inbreeding from happening. The delegates don’t really know the person on the 

board.  

● If three out of 5 nominees are qualified, who would be selected? 

● Are we going to determine how many at-large seats vs. regions? 

● What will be the composition of the board?  

● People seem most comfortable with the nominating committee submitting names to the board, who then 

decides.  

● A nod of agreement for board members...not a vote. 

 
1)   At-Large Seat Becomes Open at Time of ABC (New seat is created, or prior trustee rotates off, or declines to 

renew; or a seat is vacated in the period between Jan. 1 and the start of ABC) Wide-open seat. Assuming that we are 

at our maximum number of seats. 

 

● Nominating Committee reviews written resume and interviews candidates 

● Committee ranks candidates according to compliance with eligibility criteria and submits report to ABC 

● Nominating Committee submits written rankings and eligibility evaluations of all qualified candidates to ABC 

● Candidates make presentation to ABC delegates 

● Delegates elect by ballot 

 

2)    Board Member Seeks a Second Term 
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● Board member submits a written statement to Nominating Committee 

● Board colleagues may submit a statement of support or concern 

● Nominating Committee submits written report to ABC 

● Board member makes presentation to ABC delegates 

● Delegates ratify by ballot, or declare seat to be open 

 

3)     Interim at-large seat becomes open during the year 

 

● If seat is vacant after Jan. 1, it is treated as a new or open seat (see above); board takes no action to fill seat 

● Before Jan. 1, the board may appoint a candidate who has been vetted by the Nominating Committee, and found 

to be eligible. 

● Interim trustees who have served less than six months at start of ABC may submit their candidacy to the 

Nominating Committee, using the “open seat” process 

● Interim trustees who have served six months or more may seek ABC ratification, using the “Second Term” 

process. 

 

4)      Region Nominees 

 

● Regions certified by WSO may submit nominations to Nominating Committee at any time of year. 

● Nominating Committee vets candidates’ qualifications; if candidate is not eligible, Region is asked to submit a 

new candidate 

● Board interviews candidates forwarded by Nominating Committee, and either ratifies or sends a letter of concern 

to the Region 

● If ratified, a Region candidate assumes board seat immediately. If a concern is registered, Region is given 30 days 

to affirm or withdraw a candidacy 

● Nominating Committee submits report to next ABC, and ABC casts a ratification vote. 

● Region 2 has a form to intergroups that requires information about the person who will represent the region. 

There should be qualifications. Once the nominating committee vets the person put forward from the region, the  

● Sarah thinks the two processes should be the same. Principles over personalities. The board would be negating 

the will of the region.  

● Mary Jo: there has to be some mechanism.  

● Charlie: regional example→ If the regions use the criteria and nominate someone that has met the criteria, there 
would be no way the fellowship would accept that. Right now the board is in a good place, but in the past there was a 
sense of a closed-offness towards the fellowship. Looking for ways to strike a balance. There are other ways of dealing 
with in-board, processes. 

● Ombudsman to work things out.  

 

1. We want a nominating committee 

2. We accept regional representatives qualified by the nominating committee. 

3. Anyone that goes to the board of trustees must go through the nominating committee. 

4. Floor nominations are not automatically placed on the board without vetting. 

 

 

 

 

 

Nominating Committee Qualifications 
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Nominating Committee members should be reflective of diverse ACA stakeholders, and be seasoned members of ACA 

with significant service records themselves. Some possible thoughts: 

 

● Members hold staggered two-year terms, so that half the committee rotates off at each ABC. 

● ABC members ratify a slate of new Nominating Committee members, with the right to non-ratify any individuals 

on the list 

● Members must have three years of continuous ACA attendance. 

● Must have attended two ABCs, or served six months on a WSO committee 

● Be vetted as eligible by the Nominating Committee before the ABC vote 

● Members would include: 

o 2 or ABC members   

o 2 or 3 non-trustees submitted by WSO board 

o 3 non-trustees  (including an overseas), MPS, and Literature; picked by non-trustee WSO committee officers 

 

Floor nominations 

 
In keeping with the need for a thorough vetting and informed vote by the ABC, as well as a process not vulnerable to 

politicized manipulation, the effect of a floor nomination would be to submit a nomination to the Nominating Committee. 

They would vet and rank a nominee’s qualifications, in relation to other board candidates, after the ABC, for 

consideration as interim seats become open. 

 

Summary 
Collectively, these measures, or some variation, would create an incentive for candidates to get in the pipeline early, so 

that they meet eligibility criteria and are fully exposed to WSO service. At the same time, the process would be open and 

not dominated by any one group, nor subject to creating slates of candidates or other political processes. Over time, there 

is a reasonable hope that we would have seasoned candidates who reflect a broad range of fellowship thinking, but are 

able to perform in the spirit of 12-step service. 

 

4. Fellowship study responsibilities: Make requests for DA and OA subjects on Slack. 
 

AA--Miles DA-- NA--Matt 

ACA--Carole C. CMA--Marcia OA-- 

Al Anon--Mary Jo CoDa--Sarah O SAA--Charlie 

 
NEXT MEETING: Monday September 25, 2017 at 8 PM EDT 
Charlie will do a clean-up version of this paper. WE will be on to the composition and qualification to be a member of the 

nominating committee. 

 

Criteria for board membership...what about the person who just doesn’t get along with others? Do they function 

effectively in a group setting.  

 

Carole: Nominating should be people who have a longer time in ACA, someone with time and  

 

Commented [1]: Consider: 
Emeritus/Past Trustees  
Registrars of Regions - such persons may be familiar 
with vetting Regional Representatives 
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Matt: One of my questions was just looking at how people work. Stability of boards is important. The experience of two 

or three years of working together. Then the infusion of new energy. It depends on how many members we are looking at.  

 

Sarah: SVC committee could be the nominating committee. 


